NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE
LOCAL OFFER
CONSULTATION AND
FEEDBACK
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT
2016-2017
‘YOU SAID, WE DID’
This third annual report provides detailed information
on how North Lincolnshire Local Authority has
consulted and sought view of its stakeholders,
especially parents & carers and children & young
people with regards to the Local Offer. It also
provides information on how the Local Offer has
evolved and been shaped by the findings of feedback
provided.

STATEMENT BY PIP FORUM
PIP
North Lincolnshire Parent’s Involvement and Participation (PIP) Forum have
continued throughout 2016/2017 to work very closely with North Lincolnshire
Local Authority (LA) building on a strong formed partnership to shape services,
produce positive impacts and further our participation in the community.
Examples of PIP Forum engagement and further development during the past year
are:













Actively engaging and taking part in the SEND Peer Challenge
Shaping the All Age Carers Strategy (recommissioning of carer service)
Representation on the SEND Standard’s Board
Representation on SENDIASS Steering Group & Vulnerable Adults Steering
group
BIG Coffee Morning with guest speaker such as dentistry for children with
SEND to improve parent carers knowledge and understanding of specific
services
Wider engagement with hard to reach communities
Active members of the Short Break recommissioning group
SENSORY framework focus group
Short breaks recommissioning
Representation on the Learning Disability Partnership Board
Representation on the Hub Steering Group and Sub-Housing Group

The PIP Forum have worked well & hard in partnership, commissioning and coproduction to encourage changes for the parents and carers of children with SEND
helping produce a united outcome that is reflected within this report.
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NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE LOCAL OFFER
CONSULTATION AND FEEDBACK THIRD ANNUAL REPORT
‘YOU SAID, WE DID’

INTRODUCTION
This third annual report provides detailed information on how North Lincolnshire Local
Authority (LA) has consulted and sought the view of its stakeholders, especially parents &
carers and children & young people with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND)
with regards to the Local Offer. It also provides information on how the Local Offer has
evolved and been shaped by the findings of the feedback which has been provided.
As an LA we are required to publish details of services and provisions in the area available
to support families with a child or young person with special educational needs (SEN) and/or
a disability.1 This is called the ‘Local Offer’. North Lincolnshire’s Local Offer is available at
www.northlincslocaloffer.com
Furthermore, there is a requirement on local authorities to publish the comments received on
the Local Offer on an annual basis. This third report sets out how we have done this for the
past year 2016 - 2017 building on the work that was undertaken during 2015-2016.
As you read through we hope that you will note the key strengths from this report:


Our commitment to ensuring equity and excellence for all, especially our children and
young people with special educational needs and disabilities. Our Children and
Young People’s Plan 2016-2020 has been refreshed recently and one of our key
partnership ambitions is to ensure that our vulnerable children achieve outstanding
outcomes because we want all our children, including those with special educational
needs and disabilities to feel safe and are safe, enjoy good health & emotional
wellbeing and recognise & achieve their potential. In addition, after extensive
consultation we have just published our SEND Strategy for 2017-2020 which puts the
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The Children and Families Act 2014 which came into force on the 1st September 2014 is the most significant
transformation of the system for children and young people with special education needs and disabilities
(SEND) in over 30 years. Within the Children and Families Act 2014, Part 3, there is a duty on all local
authorities to publish details of services and provisions in the area available to support families with a child or
young person with special educational needs (SEN) and/or a disability. This is called the ‘Local Offer’. The Local
Offer is intended to be more than just a website or services directory - it must be "co-produced" with local
families so it reflects the issues that are important to them, and the information must be accurate, consistent
and easy to access. The Children and Families Act 2014, its associated regulations called ‘The Special
Educational Needs (Local Offer) Regulations 2014 Clause 30’ and the new SEND Code of Practice puts greater
emphasis on the need to consult with a wide range of stakeholders (paragraph 4) and the need to involve
children, their parents and young people in preparation and review of local offer (paragraph 5). There is also a
requirement on local authorities to publish the comments received on the Local Offer on an annual basis
(paragraph 6).
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voice of children and young people, along with their families at the heart of making
continuous improvements to what we deliver for our most vulnerable.
The strong and effective partnership working the LA has with our key partners which
we feel is essential to implement the SEND reforms locally. As this report shows
partnership working with our families of children with special educational needs and
disabilities is at the core of everything we do and this is further strengthened our
strong partnership working with the PIP Forum with a focus on improving outcomes.
In addition, we work very closely with our social care and health colleagues, as well
as a range of many other partners across the council including those in the voluntary
and community sector and schools. These partnerships are primarily conducted
through our termly meetings at the SEND Children and Young People Partnership
and the Education Inclusion Partnership meetings with work on going at the point of
delivery with relevant services working closely together to deliver high quality
services.
The wide range of consultations events and methods we use to engage and further
improve the Local Offer for our families. Many of these activities are co-produced
with parents and carers, particularly the PIP Forum, as well as our young people. The
reason for this is to widen our reach and ultimately improve outcomes and
experiences for our families. This work has also been verified by our recent SEND
Peer Challenge to ensure we had external transparent scrutiny of what we are doing
locally.

In our endeavour for continuous improvement we will be using the findings from this report to
further refine and improve our provision and services locally for children and young people
with special educational needs for this forthcoming year by including necessary actions in
our SEND Strategy and SEND Delivery Plans for 2017-2020.
This report provides information on our approach to engagement with children and young
people with SEND and their families at every level. It provides information regarding the
systems, processes, mechanisms and opportunities for engagement and voice.
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HOW WE CONSULT WITH AND SEEK VIEWS FROM
STAKEHOLDERS, INCLUDING PARENTS & CARERS AND
CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE
In North Lincolnshire the views of children, young people, parents and carers are truly
valued. Through the Health and Wellbeing Board, the Council and its partners, are
committed to working together to ensure that ‘nothing about you is without you’ and
that children, young people with SEND and their parents and carers are at the centre of
all that we do, to ensure that:




Children feel safe and are safe;
Families and carers are supported; and
We transform lives, for the better.

Through the Service User Engagement Statement, we are committed to engaging
with children, young people, parents and carers at an individual, service and strategic
level.





Individual – children and young people are involved in decisions that
affect their lives (including assessments, plans and reviews)
Service – children and young people have an opportunity to feedback
on services and are consulted on service changes (including service
review and service redesign)
Strategic – information gathered from individual and service level
engagement is fed into priority setting, strategies and plans and
children and young people are supported and encouraged to get
involved in things that matter to them

This is evidenced through key strategic planning and priority setting regimes as
referenced in the Engagement Framework. There is a specific ‘child and family first’
focus within the SEND Inclusion Plan and a focus on the importance of the
engagement with key stakeholders including the PIP Forum.
There are a range of mechanisms to empower children, young people, parents and
carers to have a voice. These include use of feedback frameworks, surveys, groups,
social media, forums, wider networks, partnerships and events. There are also many
examples of collaborative working including co-production and involvement in decision
making, including recruitment and commissioning processes. The Children and
Young People’s Engagement Annual Report 2015/16 provides an overview of the
significant amount of engagement during the year and highlights a number of case
studies to illustrate the impact of engagement at each level.
Focussing on children and young people with SEND and their parents and carers, the
previous annual Local Offer ‘You Said, We Did’ reports for 2014-2015 and 20152016 provide detailed information regarding engagement activity, impact and outcomes
as does this report.
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Through the Embedding Engagement in Commissioning document, there is a
commitment to involving young people within the commissioning cycle and there is
evidence that young people’s views have helped to shape and influence service
specifications. Young people are also encouraged and supported to be involved in
path planning events and evaluation panels.
Reflecting the Service User Engagement Statement, examples of how we engage
children and young people at an individual level are:
There has been significant progress in the way we capture the views of children with
SEND, particularly those with non-verbal methods of communication. Through
imaginative approaches, children and young people are being supported by skilled staff
that are using a mixture of observations, knowledge and information from others.
A range of communication techniques are employed to gain the
views of disabled children and young people and ensure that they can
participate in meetings and visits. Relevant workers are trained in
Makaton and have access to InPrint (Symbols database). They also
have an understanding of picture exchange communication systems
(PECS) and how to use this to gain the views of children and young
people.
It has been recognised that using a multimedia approach can create a
better platform for sharing information and experiences which will
impact on shared outcomes and involvement in decision making.
Through the use of Wiki’s, work is ongoing to develop the use of this
innovative practice to capture the views of children, young people and
their parents and carers.
There is a commitment to child friendly plans, where children, young
people, parents and carers are supported and enabled to contribute to
their own plans which are easy to access and understand. All
children open to a social worker have a child friendly plan that is
developed to support their understanding of their overall plan. Better
understanding of their plans allows children, young people, parents
and carers to be able to provide meaningful feedback and active
participation in reviews.
Children, young people and parents and carers are engaged in
Education Health Care Planning (EHCP) processes, along with
relevant partners. EHCP co-ordinators are in place to take parents
and carers through the new EHCP process as a means of ensuring
their understanding and engagement leading to improved outcomes.
From a child in care perspective, young people are supported to
engage and contribute to the development of their Personal
Education Plans (PEPs) and their wishes and feelings are taken into
account as part of the decision making and target setting process.
There are robust approaches to inclusive and personalised learning in both
mainstream and specialist education settings including colleges. Education
providers engage with students on a daily basis as part of their personalised
learning programme, the outcomes of which are used to tailor the programme to
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best meet the needs of the individual. This can help students to work through
issues and challenges, develop and implement support strategies and develop
social skills which can ultimately mean they are able to continue to access their
learning to the greatest effect. There are robust arrangements in place to
ensure young people’s engagement in their preparation for adulthood, which
is linked to EHCP process. Preparation for Adulthood starts in primary settings,
both mainstream and specialist in order that children can develop knowledge
and skills as they transition through their learning settings into adulthood. This
takes into account the wishes and feelings of children and their parents and
carers who have indicated the need to develop more life stills.
Within teams and services, there are established processes in place for engaging with
and seeking the views of individual children, young people with SEND and their parents
and carers, for example:
Children’s
Advocacy
service

Children’s
Disability
Service

It offers independent representation of children’s views and wishes
in relation to their own care and the provision of service to them. It
has expanded and is now well understand and integral to ensuring
that the voice of the child is represented.
Advocacy is available to children in care, children in need and to
children with disabilities. In addition to referrals for specific pieces
of work with individual children and young people the advocate
supports children who wish it by ensuring their views are
represented at review and at child protection conference. The
advocate regularly drops in at the short breaks provision and
regularly visits children and young people in care who are in
agency placements. This includes children with disabilities who are
in residential accommodation. The advocate has worked with
young people in transition to ensure that where possible their views
are sought and reflected in decision making and that at all times
their best interests are the paramount consideration. The advocate
has undertaken training in aids to communication with children with
disabilities.
Through the formal feedback framework, the views of children,
young people and carers in receipt of a service through the
Children’s Disability Service is gathered on a minimum 3 monthly
basis. Based around Munroe’s 5 questions, views are sought and
feedback is recorded on child and family feedback form. Staff are
skilled in employing alternative techniques to gain feedback,
including interpretation, from those children and young people with
the greatest communication needs.
Children and young people and their families open to a social
worker are seen and spoken with a minimum of twice in a 12 week
period. Their views are recorded within case notes.
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Direct work is undertaken with children and young people. This
includes work in relation to their wishes and feelings, aspirations for
the future and views in relation to the services that they receive.
Social workers take a key role in being the champion of the child or
young person and ensuring that their views are heard.
Participation at reviews is encouraged and supported.
Holistic assessments of need are carried out by specialist workers
skilled in working with disabled children and young people.
The visual and hearing impaired service have supported parents to
set up and develop a parent support group. This was to allow
parents a forum to support themselves and build on family and
community capacity. The service also engages with families in a
variety of ways.
Reviews within the service are child and family centred. The family
actively participate with minimal lead from professionals unless
required.
The service attends parent and carer forums to gather their views in
relation to the support in place and what they want to see moving
forward.
Education
Preparation
Unit

There is support to children young people in early years and their
families through the Education Preparation Unit including outreach,
rainbow room, parents pitstop and holiday fun.
The Education Preparation Unit supports children within the early
years range and their families across the area via a range of
mechanisms, including:





Outreach – Support to families in early years age
range settings
Rainbow Room – A nurture classroom which
focuses on supporting those who have or likely to
have significant social, emotional and/or
behavioural difficulties to attend and achieve their
potential in their school/early years setting.
Observations in the Rainbow Room are shared
and contribute to overall EYFS scores for
individuals.
Parent Pitstop group – A 10 week course where
parents attend sessions with their child, the
purpose of which is to draw on their experiences
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Kaleidoscope

as parents whilst learning and implementing new
strategies to add to their toolbox.
Holiday Fun - Building relationships through play

Provides independent advice and support on Education, Health and
Care Plans for children and young people with SEND and their
parents and carers. The support available is tailored to the
particular needs of individual families and is focussed around
explanation of statutory assessment and planning processes,
ensuring views are heard and taken into account, attendance at
meetings, drafting letters, links with agencies, checking documents,
ensuring understanding, providing advice about personal budgets
and signposting. Also offers a wide range of services to support
children and young people with SEND and their parents and carers.
Their building is fully accessible, including a wet room with hoist
and changing bed, outdoor play area with a sensory garden and a
variety of meeting rooms.
The service strives to empower families to overcome barriers they
may face and recognise that disability impacts on the whole family.

School
Nursing
Service

The universal school nursing service is offered to all children and
young people in mainstream and alternative education provision,
home educated and those not in employment, education or training,
aged between 5 and 19. Children and young people can access
drop-in sessions in schools as well as a number of targeted health
interventions and there are opportunities at transition points (at age
5, year 6 to 7 and year 11 to post 16) for parents and young people
to share their views via face to face contact or by completing a
health questionnaire.
Using a health needs assessment tool that encompasses both
physical and emotional health and wellbeing, the school nursing
service identifies health needs and delivers targeted support in
partnership with children and young people, parents and carers as
well as other professionals and agencies involved. A plan of care is
put in place that has clear, measureable and timely outcomes in
order for the child or young person to reach their full potential.
Engaging the child, young person, parents and carers in this
process empowers them to have an active role in their care and to
take ownership of any health problems.
The school nursing service gains feedback from children, young
people, their parents and carers when completing pieces of
planned work and this in turn informs the workforce around what
works well and which areas can be developed further.
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Special
Educational
Needs and
Disability
Information
and Support
Service
(SENDIASS)

This service is provided in house within the portfolio of Public
Health to ensure its independence from disability services
provision. It offers independent and impartial advice, information
and support to parents of children with SEND and to young people
over the age of 16 on a range of issues including: special
educational need and disability; disability discrimination; medical
needs, school admission, exclusion and transition.
The SENDIASS service listens to the views of parents and children
ensuring their voices are heard and that they are represented in
decisions that affect them. They do this in a range of ways
including: signposting to appropriate sources of information; giving
advice about rights and responsibilities; provide independent
parental supporters for EHC assessment; to supporting parents
through to tribunal when they are challenging Local Authority
decision making on provision. All officers within the service have
undertaken appropriate training including legal training to ensure
they can provide accurate and well informed advice to parents,
schools etc.

Reflecting the Service User Engagement Statement, examples of how we engage
with children and young people at a service level are:
The Virtual School and Inclusion Service has been developed to provide a focus on
vulnerable children and young people. As part of this, the careers and progression
team was established as part of the recent service review which created the virtual
school for vulnerable young people and inclusion. The former Careers Information
Advice and Guidance IAG team worked with young people aged 13-19 and up to 25 for
those with SEND and the new service continues to work with this age range but has a
specific focus on intense case work with those who are post 16 with an EHCP.
Engagement in Commissioning
In relation to the recommissioning of health visiting and school nursing services (0 to
19 and 25 for SEND), children, young people, parents and carers were consulted via a
range of methods including structured questionnaires, group discussions, focus groups
and an on line survey. The feedback indicated that parents and carers had some clear
ideas about what they wanted, as did young people. An overview of the feedback was
incorporated into a Re-Commissioning 0 to 19 Services Consultation ‘You Said –
We Did’ document and the views of children, young people, parents and carers were
used to shape and influence the commissioning process and shape the new service on
what they value the most. The services will be integrated so that it supports the whole
family regardless of the age of the child or young person. Responses will be expected
to be within 2 working days of initial contact. This may include telephone, email, text or
face to face contact. There will be a focus on making sure children and young people
are more aware of the staff and service e.g. through marketing resources, school and
academy assemblies, social media, drop ins, attendance at parents evenings etc.
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Disabled children and young people along with their parents and carers were consulted
on their views and experiences of services, the outcomes of which helped to shape the
service specification.
Engagement in Recruitment
There is a commitment to engaging young people in recruitment processes, particularly
for posts where there is direct contact with children, young people and families.
Through meaningful involvement, young people are empowered to shape and influence
decisions while staff leading the process are assisted to make informed decisions and
contribute to improved outcomes. Disabled children, young people and their parents
have been involved in interviewing candidates for roles, for example:




Deaf and hearing impaired young people have been involved in the recent
recruitment of a new Lead Teacher for North Lincolnshire's Hearing Support
Team and also for a temporary Teacher of the Deaf post. Three young people
took part in a Young People’s Interview Panel as part of each interview process.
They were supported to compose relevant questions, to conduct the interviews
and to reflect on the responses. In the case of the Temporary Teacher post, the
three young people involved have since been taught and supported by the
Teacher of the deaf that was recruited and are happy with the choice that they
made.
At St Luke’s, children are involved in the appointment of teachers and school
leaders. For the appointment of teachers, they are asked to teach a lesson to a
small group of children. After all the teachers have taught the lesson to the
children, the children’s views of the lesson are gathered e.g. what they liked
about the lesson, what they think they learnt in the lesson and their views of the
activities. For school leader appointments members of the school council are
asked to interview the candidates. The children decide what questions they
would like to ask and then ask each candidate the questions. The children then
discuss what they liked or disliked about each candidate and decide which
candidate they like the best. These views are then considered when making
appointments.

Engagement Groups
There are a range of established engagement groups for specific population groups,
which include children and young people with SEND, that help to inform service
delivery. Examples of these include:


Children in Care Council –The role of the CICC is to represent the
views of children and young people in care and leaving care, to
provide views on life in care, service delivery, strategy, plans and
other specific issues to inform service planning and policy making, to
be involved in decision making processes and to help deliver training.
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Young Carers – This is a forum for young carers to come together for
mutual support and assistance. Young carers meet for peer support,
activities and consultation work.
Cool Kidz Group – This group represents the views of children and
young people who are, or have been, the subject of a child in need or
child protection plan. The group meets for a mixture of social activity
and consultation work.
Feeling Safe Group – This group represents children and young
people in learning settings who have the opportunity to meet on a
termly basis to discuss issues relating to their safety – in and out of
their learning setting.
Kaleidoscope Engagement Groups – Supports children and young
people who have disabilities around a particular disability or theme or
whose siblings have disabilities.
Student Voice – North Lincolnshire has a strong reputation for
listening to student voice. There are established student voice
networks and peer mentor systems in schools and colleges for young
people to have their say and contribute to their own learning and their
wider learning environment as well as providing support and
information to their peers.

Reflecting the Service User Engagement Statement, examples of how we engage
children and young people at a strategic level are:
Young Voice
Working with young people and listening to their views helps agencies to ensure
that information, services and support meet the needs of the population leading
to improved outcomes. Through the North Lincolnshire Youth Council (NLYC) which is a well-established forum for young people and 11 to 20 (or 25 with
specific needs or issues) who live, work or go to school or college in the area there is an opportunity for young people to have a voice, discuss relevant
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issues, engage with, challenge and support decision makers and contribute to
improving the lives of young people in the area.
There are also established young voice opportunities including Young
Inspectors, Young Reporters, Youth Elections, Takeover Challenge, Make Your
Mark and Great Debate. Further information regarding these activities is
located on websites, including North Lincolnshire Council, Local Offer, LSCB
and Life Central. In addition through discussions and consultations, young
people identify specific areas of focus which informs local action e.g. in relation
to emotional well-being and curriculum for life.
Children and young people’s views have been used to shape and influence key
strategy and planning documents and they continue to be involved in their
implementation e.g. Emotional Health and Wellbeing (CAMHS)
Transformation Plan and All Our Children Education Strategy. The focus of
the priorities within the Children’s Strategy were specifically identified as a
result of children and young people’s views and developed in the context of a
challenge to partners. Furthermore our Skills and Employability Plan 20172022 which is currently in draft and out for consultation, recognises the
importance of enabling young people with SEND to be prepared for adulthood.
As a result under the three key priority areas of:
o enabling business capacity and growth;
o enabling progression and
o facilitating area-wide capacity
all of which can support vulnerable young people, the enabling progression
priority has two particular strands of activity with a focus on young people with
SEND. These are:
o driving the confidence and capability of businesses to recruit and retain
people with additional needs
o developing clear progression pathways for groups who have
vulnerabilities.
Further details of what these entail are available in our Skills and
Employability Plan 2017-2022
Lifestyle Surveys
Through lifestyle surveys, there are established processes for gathering the views of
children and young people from 5 to 19 regarding their health and wellbeing. The
information gathered from these surveys, which is detailed in the Adolescent Lifestyle
Survey summary document and the Primary Lifestyle Survey summary
document, informs service planning and commissioning, as well as specific actions
within learning settings.
Citizen Voice
Through the Learning Disability Partnership (LDP), there are opportunities for
service users, self-advocates and their carers to have a voice about things that affect
their lives and their communities in order to help improve outcomes for people with
learning disabilities. The Learning Disability Partnership Work Plan Review
2015/16 provides information regarding activity, impact and outcomes. The Learning
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Disability Partnership Work Plan 2016/17 sets out the areas for action which have
been identified following a period of consultation with key stakeholders including
service users, self-advocates and their carers.
Engagement with Parents and Carers
The PIP Forum, which has its own PIP Forum Website http://northlincspipforum.co.uk/
plays two important roles:



ensuring that parents and carers are involved at a strategic level
ensuring that parents and carers are aware of and prepared for the
significant changes that are taking place and that they voice is heard
and they are actively involved.

There are established and embedded working relationships between the Local
Authority and the PIP Forum, which is recognised as a strategic partner, at the heart of
implementing the SEND reforms. There is significant evidence of collaborative working
with the PIP Forum and wider parents and carers again over the last academic year for
example:
Jointly co-produced and delivered our
third successful Parents and Carers
SEND conference on the 18th November
2016 at the Learning Development
Centre. Over a 100 delegates including
approximately 80 parents and carers
attended the conference. The SEND
conference was chaired by Kay MitchellGough who is also the chair of the PIP
Forum.
The aims of the conference were:
 To update parents and carers on
developments and progress in relation to
the Local Offer and in implementing the
SEND reforms over the past year
 To provide information and consult
with parents and carers with regards to
the Local Offer so it is continuously
shaped and refined to meet the needs
and aspirations of our families

Three animation videos produced by young people from local schools on the Local
Offer, SEN support and EHC plans were introduced by them and the launched with
parents and carers who also had the opportunity to attend two workshops –one in the
morning and one in the afternoon. The choice of workshops in the morning were:
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Speech and Language Therapy
Early intervention
Specialist Services
Preparation for Adulthood
Impartial Advice, Support and Guidance

and in the afternoon:






SEND Support in schools and colleges
Early intervention (repeat)
Emotional Health and Wellbeing for SEND
Disability and Continuing Health Care
Impartial Advice, Support and Guidance (repeat)

There was also a keynote showing how the needs of young people with additional
needs are being met in mainstream which was delivered by a SENDCo of a primary
school along with a parent.
The evaluations of the parents and carers conference showed that parents and carers
felt the following were the successful parts of the day:













Lunch and networking - things all in one place
The talks of each organisation
Good range of market place services
Very interesting talks around local offer
The talk about good practice in supporting pupils in mainstream
The market place and networking with other parents over lunch
The workshops and workplace
The venue is always very good at LDC
Having everything in one place - key people available to speak to directly.
Life central workshop
Market place
The views and animations co-produced with young people. Market place was good

The main area identified for improvement was to give more time for the workshops as some
felt they were rushed:




Time spent in workshops
Time spent in workshops not long enough.
Too much to do in one day, i.e. workshops and looking at information stalls/boards
and workshops choices sometimes hard when you need to go to more than 2.

With the following areas identified for future events or conferences





Good mix - just vary the mix!
Transitions from secondary school to sixth form or employment, i.e. plus skills
development
Sport activities for CYP with SEND. Secondary options for children with SEND
Autism and mainstream education
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Perspectives of young people - like last year. Maybe condense age groups more primary secondary, school leavers? Too centred on professionals - not enough
about the perspectives of our children this year. Very disappointed.
Transition to adulthood and services and support available.
Transition and health and wellbeing.
Would like to see some more practical advice, toileting products, speech tech
Whilst it was helpful to hear about organisations and services I think it would be focus
on 'what works well - what could be improved?' More parent or carers stories.

This feedback will be used to co-produce future events and conferences in partnership
with PIP Forum
Conference for schools 28th June 2017 – High Aspirations, Outstanding Outcome

Our annual SEND conference for schools took place on the 28th June 2017. The main focus
of this year’s conference was:
 To provide an opportunity for schools to consider how inclusion is at the heart of
everything they do.
 To work with SENCos and teachers to ensure that they are better skilled to meet the
needs of children and young people with special educational needs and disabilities in
their own schools.
 To share existing best practice that is going on in our schools.
In addition to keynote speakers, delegates were given an opportunity of two workshops
covering a range of areas and phases for the morning and afternoon sessions. Our personal
budgets video was launched to provide more information on how personal budgets can
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provide choice and control for young people. The video focused on one of our young people
locally and he and his mother shared their perspectives.
Over 100 delegates attended the conference and the evaluations for the day showed it was
well received with the following comments:

Were there any parts of the day you felt were particularly successful?





































Seeing real life success, Jacks video and parents input
Keynote speaker and workshops – practical, useful advice/support
Amjad Ali very motivational and interesting
Market Place and workshops – interesting and useful
Amjad Ali – fantastic and inspirational teacher. I will be using the website, we need an Amjad
for every school
Workshop 1 – Medical Needs, Workshop 1 – Transitions, Introduction to Wiki, Good to put
faces to names
Seeing/hearing real life examples, Parent perspectives
Amjad Ali was very thought provoking
Breadth of expertise
Really enjoyed Amjad Ali speaking, real inspiration, every school should have him
Amjad Ali was inspiring
Jack’s story was inspiring
Rix Wikis are interesting – would like to use and inspiring
To share ideas and good practice with those who are directly involved was most useful.
The videos were heart-warming and showed how anything is possible with the right support
and parent partnerships and how valuable EHCP can be.
Amjad Ali – fantastic (even for me in early years)
Early Years SEND team very informative and Disability Service
SEN support and EHC planning workshop
Some more signposts and information on SEMH especially about the structure of CAMHS and
who leads on what
Althorpe and Keadby pupils and David Hartley fab.
Keynote speaker was very motivational/gave great strategies
Use of real case studies
Really useful workshops on EHCP outcomes
Keynote speaker was fantastic – really inspiring
EMTAS able to answer a very specific question
Workshops were useful
Amjad Ali – great deliverance – would want him to be my or my children’s teacher
Amjad Ali – key ideas that apply early years and beyond
Information on Wiki and information on transition
Keynote speaker brilliant – informative, inspiring and entertaining
PM – keynote speakers excellent
Mental Health and Amjad workshop excellent
Amjad Ali – inspirational and saved the day
Amjad Ali – Improving outcomes for children with SEND in mainstream schools
Amjad Ali was very inspiring and capturing – everyone needs one of him in the school
Amjad Ali was really knowledgeable and a great speaker very interesting to listen to.
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As can be seen from the above comments the keynote speakers input was very well received, along
with lots of positive feedback on the children’s input, the video, workshops, use of case studies and
having the opportunity to listen to parents’ perspectives.
Where there any parts of the day you felt needed improving? If so, how would you like
to see them improved?













Panel – opening questions from audience
Would have liked to attend more workshop opportunities
Hard to hear keynote speakers at times especially at question time
Knowledge of workshop choice before the day arrives
For Primary schools there was rather an overload of secondary and workshops
should be pre booked
Focus is always on EHCP’S yet majority of a mainstream SENCOS work is SEN
support
Some sessions needed longer
Conference room was a little cosy therefore warm but positive note more people
attending better the outcomes
A note generally – There was not enough time during the AM workshop 2 (CAMHS)
to explore all issues. Another training opportunity please. (SEMH is an issue of
concern)
More on SEMH – CAMHS/EP session – whole day please, previously asked several
times for training on AMMD – was promise for today
More ideas/activities to move forward

The points made above will be taken into consideration to help plan the next schools annual
conference in the summer of 2018.
SEND Roadshows – ‘Tell us what you think’
took place on:


Friday 30 June - 10am to 12pm at the
Ropewalk, Maltkiln Lane, Barton-uponHumber or
Tuesday 11 July - 12.30pm to at the
Learning Development Centre.

The aims of the SEND Roadshows were to:




Provide an opportunity to know about
North Lincolnshire's Parents'
Involvement Partnership* (PIP) Forum
and how parents and carers can get
involved to ensure their views are
heard.
Consult on the refresh of our Local
Offer website (The Local Offer is
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everything that is available of children with Special Educational Needs 7 Disability) so
it meets the needs of families even further.
Consult on our draft Special Educational Needs & Disability Strategy and Delivery
Plan for Action for 2017-20.

Altogether about 35 parents and carers altogether came to both SEND Roadshows and
their views were taken into consideration for both the development of the newly
refreshed Local offer website which is currently being constructed and to be launched
later this academic year. Parents and carers also raised important areas for inclusion in
the development of the new SEND Strategy 2017-2020.
Consultation on the development of a new look Local Offer website
Since the launch of our Local offer website in September 2014, it was recently felt that
it was now time to refresh and take stock of the positives of the existing one to develop
a new one in –house that is even better and responsive to the needs of families with
SEND. As a result a number of activities and consultation activities have taken place
to get feedback from a range of stakeholders such as:









A small group, including representation from parents and health used the
Yorkshire and Humber Local Offer Peer Review template to review the Local
Offer in April 2017. This was building on the feedback that had already been
peer reviewed with Wakefield LA.
Suggested changes and areas for
improvement were followed up immediately. This group was also consulted on
the proposed new look website and overall this was positively received and
major changes such as the introduction of sections specifically for parents and
carers and children and young people have been incorporated within the design
of the new website.
Youth Participation Group - Young People at Kaleidoscope on the 25th April
2017 at the Kaleidoscope building. A consultation took place with this group. All
of the young people involved were supportive of the proposed changes to the
Local Offer website. They liked the existing proposed colour scheme and layout
and felt that the young people’s section would prove to be beneficial to them as
it would mean that they could access relevant information with ease. They also
preferred the use of actual photographs rather than cartoon characters plus
suggested the change of text for labelling because they felt the proposed white
text on black was not very clear or visible.
Consultations with parents and carers at the SEND Roadshows in June and
July 2017, which have already been highlighted in the report.
Consultation with members of the Disabled Children and Young People’s
Partnership in the Spring Term 2017. This group consists of a wide range of
stakeholders from a range of services across education, health and care as well
as other council services such as leisure and well-being hubs and includes
parental representation.
Feedback on the new proposed Local Offer website was also incorporated
within the existing local offer website plus the end of year local offer
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questionnaires sent out in July aimed at parents and carers and young people.
Details of the findings of this are included later on in this report.
In 2016-17 we have been increasing the participation of young people and their families by
the introduction of a web based Wiki so that they can tell their story once and share this
information with a range of professionals involved in their lives. This will enable our plans to
be even more person centred and meaningful to children, young people and their families.
We also introduced a Personal Outcomes Evaluation Tool (POET) to capture their voice
more systematically and use this feedback to improve service delivery. POET is able to
benchmark the voice of children and young people in North Lincolnshire against the
responses from children and young people from other parts of England.
78% of children and young people reported they were actively involved in writing their own
EHCP compared to 63% nationally. This was confirmed by the Peer Challenge team when
they interviewed children and young people in June 2017:








Children and young people talked of high quality Plans which added value to their
progress. Examples included:
- Young people (post 16) describing regular reviews of Plans and flexibility in
re-negotiating targets and aims
- Children (primary) speaking enthusiastically about EHCP processes which
are child friendly and enable peer advocacy
- Parents experience of EHCPs is largely positive
You have an outcomes evaluation tool for EHCP reviews
The EHCP process described and shared by children in St Luke’s is child and family
friendly
We noted a particular example of making Plans more user friendly in one setting
where outcomes are transferred onto a single page – ‘a passport’
There is collaboration and robust challenge in relation to SEND and inclusion,
focussed on the needs of children.
In relation to collaboration we heard of several examples. Schools noted good
support in transitions from statements to EHCPs

The POET survey asked children and young people to say what they thought about six
different aspects of the support they had received over the past 12 months:







Being heard: My views are included in my plan.
Level of support: I get the right amount of support.
Choice about your support: I can change my support if I need to.
Information: I have information to make decisions about my support.
Dignity: I am supported with dignity and respect.
Looking forward to the future: The support I get helps me for life in the future.
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Looking
forward
Information Dignity and
/advice
respect
Choices
Amount of
support
Views
included

North Lincs

60%

National

21%

48%

29%

North Lincs

28%

29%

North Lincs

24%

40%

National

33%

13%

19%

6%

38%
19%
28%

47%

National

33%

42%
0%

10%

27%

20%

Good

26%

34%

10%

53%

North Lincs

30%

40%

OK

Poor

50%

9%

35%

64%

National

5%

9%

19%

North Lincs

4% 4%

26%

38%

National

15%

19%

60%

North Lincs

13%

8%

73%

National

6%

9%

10%

8%

8%
6%

60%

9%

70%

12%
25%

80%

90%

100%

Don't know

The POET survey asked children and young people to say how well the support they get had
helped them with eight different areas of their life:


Your health: I am as healthy as I can
be.



Feeling safe: I feel safe at home and
out and about.



Learning: I do the best I can at school,
college or work.



Recreation: I take part in activities I
like.



Friendships: I enjoy time with friends.





Community: I can do things in my local
area.

Your home: I enjoy my home and
family.



Your quality of life: I can enjoy being
relaxed and happy.
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Quality of
life
Community

North Lincs

71%

National

65%

North Lincs

31%

National

33%

27%
25%

5% 3%

31%

27%

North Lincs

2% 2%

25%

13%

28%

11%
17%

6% 2%

Fun

75%
69%

North Lincs

22%

77%

National

19%

70%

North Lincs

6% 2%

23%
83%

National
56%

National

56%

4% 3%
13%

75%

North Lincs

2% 2%

2% 2%

18%
27%

5% 2%
17%
14%

4%

Learning

26%

North Lincs
National

63%

27%

8% 2%

Health

Friendships

Home

Safe

National

North Lincs

63%

27%

10%

60%

National

33%

61%
0%

10%

20%

Good

27%

30%

40%

OK

Poor

50%

60%

70%

6%

8%
80%

4%

90%

Don't know

We have used the information gathered from the POET survey to inform out new SEND
Strategy which will have an increased focus on the four areas of preparation for Adulthood –
in particular :




independent living – this means young people having choice, control and freedom
over their lives and the support they have, their accommodation and living
arrangements, including supported living
participating in society, including having friends and supportive relationships, and
participating in, and contributing to, the local community
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100%

E-learning module on the SEND reforms and the Local Offer for staff working
across education, health and care

An interactive e-learning module for staff across education, health and care was developed. It
is intended to ensure that all staff working with children and young people with SEND and their
families are aware of the Children and Families Act 2014, the SEND Code of Practice and the
Local Offer and the practical implications for families. It includes an introduction by the chair of
the PIP Forum and interactive activities to apply the knowledge gained into a practical context.
Altogether more than 200 colleagues have completed this e-learning module already.
SEND Peer Challenge
The SEND Peer Challenge is based upon Peer Review Model developed by the Local
Government Association (15 Local Authorities Yorkshire and Humber (Y&H). Four
senior leaders from other LA areas: Director of Children’s Services, Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) lead, SEND Lead, Lead Y&H) undertook the Peer
Challenge. It took place over 2.5 days – 17, 18 and 24th May 2017. It was the 29th
Peer Challenge for the LGA and the third with a focus on SEND. It consisted of:
• documentation analysis,
• on-site activities (interviews and focus groups)
• and visits to schools and colleges.
• Meeting parents and children and young people. Senior Leaders and
colleagues across all services.
• Audit of Education, Health and Care Plans.
Altogether 200 participants including 20 children and young people took part. The
outcome of the Peer Challenge was to identify strengths and areas for consideration.
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Preparatory documents are sent a week in advance of on-site activity (strategy, selfevaluation, populations and local area).
The scope of the SEND Peer Challenge was to:
 Evaluate the local area effectiveness for:
o identifying children with SEND
o assessing SEND
o meeting SEND so that children and young people achieve good
outcomes
 With specific focus on:
o Strategic oversight (JSNA, governance, planning).
o Comprehensiveness of the Local Offer – shaped by family voice.
o Strategic commissioning and impact upon outcomes.
o Coherence of decision-making across education, health and care,
effectiveness of plans and transitions.
o Effectiveness of local systems to monitor, challenge, support and
intervene with providers re quality of SEND outcomes (child and
provider level).
o Capacity and coherence of specialist interventions (e.g. mental health).
Key Headlines – Strengths
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Strong vision and ambition – Senior Leaders / Stakeholders - ‘ahead of the
curve’. Visibility and engagement of elected members. Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG).
Operating model – universal, targeted and specialist (Early Help through to
specialist support / intervention). SEND fits well with this.
Well- established Local Authority (LA) team working in a cross-system way.
Stable workforce with longstanding positive relationships with shared ownership
– facilitating effective change.
High levels of self-awareness in an environment of continuous improvement –
what we need to do next to develop further.
Collective commitment to children in North Lincolnshire (at all levels).
No areas of significant weakness identified / considerable range of strong
practice - Voice / influence of families (co-production – parents and PIP).
Culture of high support and high challenge (Education / SEND Standards
Board, Fair Access and Inclusion Panel (FAIP).
Good high quality performance and population data to inform strategic
commissioning (SEND Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)).
Local Offer – strong and is evolving continuously and creatively (videos
developed by children and young people). APP for Emotional Health and
Wellbeing.
Constructive and positive working relationship – health, LA. Good examples of
collaboration, including joint commissioning (Carer Support, LD Clinical
Psychology, Speech and Language Therapy, Nurse Educator, SEND Access
Panel (SENDAP) decisions).
Representative Youth Council that is fully involved.
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•
•
•
•










Approach to supporting medical needs in schools and settings and knowing
populations.
Rapid response to school improvement concerns through Education Standards.
Education Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) are effective. Triangulated with
parent, child and professional views. POET.
Co-location / working of Children’s and Adult’s Disability Services. New Physical
Disability (PD) service.
Challenge is a feature of a range of systems in North Lincolnshire (e.g. Fixed
term exclusions (FTE) / secondary FAIP). Culture where challenge is wellreceived
SEND features in school governor activity. Training / updates are in place.
Young people in Further Education / post-16 report strong systems in place to
support them.
Strong and effective SENCO network.
Child Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAHMS) Transformation activity –
100% of schools identifying Mental health Champions.
Specialist support to schools valued by schools and parents (e.g. Autism
Spectrum Education Team (ASET) / Physical Disability Service).
Designated Clinical Officer (DCO) strongly engaged (SENDAP / support with
medical needs).
Progress made in raising the profile of mental health issues for children and
young people (schools / settings).

There were no Areas for Development showing the positive findings of the peer
challenge. Instead there were ‘Areas for consideration’, many of which had the SEND
Peer Challenge team recognised had already been identified in our self-evaluation:
Areas for consideration:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Headline - ‘Pause to embed’ ‘a period of embedding and further developing’.
Governance – SEND Standards Board and links to Health and Wellbeing board
(WBB) / FAIP (Primary) – time for all partners to be engaged / in the same
place.
Transitions – emphasis on further development (e.g. Supported Internships) but
also employment, housing and leisure opportunities.
Development of a ‘Skills Plan’ with opportunities / pledges for SEND /
vulnerable young people. More work experience opportunities.
Transport and ‘enablement’ such as Independent Travel Training.
CCG / health – develop their engagement with youth council.
How can agencies support PIP Forum’s aspirations to expand in terms of
representation?
Enhance the Young Adults section of the Local Offer.
Development 18-25 GP health checks / increased access to Personal Budgets.
Potential to develop EHCPs further: health / care sections, outcomes that are
manageable (5 key), increase QA consistency, integrating reviews (EHCP /
Personal Education Plans).
Develop high support / high challenge (Primary FAIP).
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•
•
•

Sufficiency and availability of workforce development (e.g. ‘conditions’).
Consider further expanding co-location of staff (e.g. as per Disability / Social
Emotional Mental Health (SEMH) KS2 provision).
Further develop opportunities in the community (e.g. short breaks).

Specifically in relation to the Local Offer the Peer Challenge found ‘The Local Offer is strong
and is evolving continuously and creatively. Recent events to raise awareness of the Local
Offer to parents, children and professionals have been well received. The Local Offer
website is well presented and accessible. An app has been developed for emotional health
and wellbeing. There is a clear understanding across all staff of the need to signpost, share
information and enable parents to access the Local Offer. Examples of engagement and
commitment include: parents have co -produced a video about families and EHCPs /
Personal Budgets.’
Partnerships and Governance








Through the Strategic Engagement Group, there is an opportunity for council
officers with engagement responsibilities to come together to share information,
impacts, outcomes and best practice. Through membership on the Equality
and Inclusion Forum, this provides further opportunities to share information at
a partnership level, particularly in relation to diversity characteristics.
More specifically, the multi-agency North Lincolnshire SEND Board has been
established to oversee the integrated approach to improving outcomes for
children and young people up to 25 with SEND. Among others, the SEND
Board has strategic oversight of the effectiveness of arrangements that enable
children and young people with SEND and their parents and carers to be heard
and to influence decisions that affect their lives.
In addition, the Children and Young People with SEND Partnership is a
stakeholder reference group which specifically with a specific focus on the
activity that requires cross-partner working to deliver improved outcomes for
SEND children, young people and their parents and carers. One of the main
functions of the partnership, which is identified in the terms of reference, is to
promote the voice of children and young people with SEND and their parents
and carers. PIP Forum members are represented at the SEND/Disabled
Children’s and Young People’s Partnership and there is also specific young
voice representation through a member of the Participation Team.
There are other partnership arrangements which provide opportunities for
enhanced governance, relationships and collaborative working in relation to
children and young people with SEND, including the Education Improvement
Partnership, SEND Provider Network and the Engagement Panel.

WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS THIS MADE AND HOW DOES THIS ENSURE CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE WITH SEND ACHIEVE OUTSTANDING OUTCOMES?
Outcomes for children, young people, parents and carers are embedded at every level and
engagement is crucial to ensuring that we understand what their views and lived
experiences are to help shape and influence planning and commissioning frameworks. We
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actively ask ourselves the following questions as a way to understand outcomes and
continuously improve our offer to local people now and into the future - how much did we do,
how well did we do it, what is the impact and how do we know? We will know we have been
successful when children and young people:




feel safe and are safe
enjoy good health and emotional wellbeing
recognise and achieve their potential.

The focus of our engagement activity is about improving outcomes for our children,
young people with SEND and their parents and carers. Examples of impact and
outcomes as a result of engagement activity include:
At an individual level:
Eleven families have already signed up for a Wiki and a Wiki Co-ordinator is in
place to co-ordinate the project and support more families to engage.
Through the Child and Family Feedback Framework, the overwhelming majority
of young people feel supported by the specialist disability service.
The Careers and Progression Team began the case work model at the end of
October 2016 and all young people in year 11 and above with an EHCP now
have an allocated case worker. The case workers have begun to meet all
young people and complete Preparation for Adulthood P4A plans. The team
are currently ensuring that all young people in year 11 with an EHCP have an
intended destination recorded so that post 16 providers can be consulted and
effective transition planned.
Children are attending schools and early years settings. There are currently
zero exclusions in Early Years.
The Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) results show 70.1% of children
achieved a ‘good level of development,’ an increase of 5.4 percentage points on
the previous year. This result is 3.8 percentage points above the England
average and 4.7 above our statistical neighbours
There have been significant rises in attainment of groups of children including:
Children eligible for FSM, children with English as an additional language,
children with special educational needs and disabilities, children in care and
especially the achievements of older children entering care.
At John Leggott College, the transition process and interview process to enter
college instils confidence in students and parents and enables the development
of a bond of trust and understanding at the earliest opportunity, which is
maintained throughout the time that the student is at college. All students have
the reassurance that they can access an area where they can always feel safe
and one where they can seek guidance from staff. This is regularly used by the
students. Students’ social skills have developed as a result of involvement
through the Inclusive Learning office. When a student decides to leave college,
support is given in the transition process. During the final year, support, where
possible, is gradually reduced, to enable the student to gain more
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independence from their support worker. This is adapted to the individual
student need.
When asked almost all parents of children who have attended the Rainbow
Room said that they strongly agreed that their child had benefitted from their
time in the Rainbow Room and that it had positive effect on their child at home.
Information from advocacy intervention is reported individually to appropriate
services and collectively in terms of themes and learning through various
forums for example, in regular meetings with the fostering service, safeguarding
children in care meetings and through service performance monitoring. This
ensures that services understand what children are saying and the child’s
experience. So, in turn, they are able to act to effect improvements where
indicated, which will have an impact on the outcomes of children and young
people. An example of this is where the advocate supported a child in a
placement where they were feeling unsettled because of family/friends contact.
In enabling these issues of concern to be addressed, it resulted in a positive
impact on placement stability for that child. More detail regarding activity, impact
and outcomes is detailed in the Advocacy Annual Report.
Over the academic year 2016/17 (i.e. 1st September 2016 to 31st August 2017)
we had 261 referrals and 56 Independent Support cases. This indicates a
significant level of access to the service where SENDIASS support has been
available to ensure that children have appropriate educational provision and
that their educational needs are met.
There have been no tribunals,
demonstrating that the service has supported parents to reach resolution of any
issues of concern around educational provision with the Local Authority without
having recourse to tribunal. Levels of satisfaction with the service are high with
parents reporting that they feel well informed and supported and that
SENDIASS had offered appropriate assistance in meeting their outcomes.

At a service level:
Cygnets now deliver a more rounded service to those accessing overnight
short breaks developing social skills /independence and assisting young people
in being part of their community in line with the child or young person’s Short
Break or CIN Plan and agreement of parents.
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Commissioning for the short breaks service has been changed as a result of
the views expressed by children, young people, parents and carers.
Across the Health Visiting Service, through using a turning the curve methodology
we now know that:
 We now have reporting on the outcomes of the ASQ which means we
now know the number of milestones at 2-2.5 years that have not been
met (we can extrapolate the number of children in terms of minimum
and maximum range) we know the domains; communication, gross
motor, fine motor, personal and social and problem solving
 The vast majority of children are developing well, though there is a
high level of correlation between the Early Years Foundation
outcomes and the ASQ outcomes and for the 12% of children who are
not reaching the expected milestones, we are able to target support
accordingly.
In terms of student voice, currently, 100% of schools and colleges in the area
have a student council and 70% of schools have a buddy, peer or ambassador
mentor system. St Hugh’s has a lively school council and representatives from
the Children’s Disability Service attend the meetings to link in as required.
Young people in learning settings are consulted from a school to a strategic
level and their views have impacted on systems, processes and outputs, for
example:
 Refreshed the peer and buddy handbook for schools. This
focuses on mentoring skills such as listening, communication
and problem solving to help mentors empower their peers.
Schools receive updates via the Peer and Buddy Newsletter.
 Model mentor training for mentor supervisors and empower them
to carry on the mentor journey with students.
 Work with other professionals to help them understand the
mentor system.
 Work with other young voice groups to develop resources (e.g.
Life Central web pages) that can be used in peer mentoring
situations.
 Running termly meetings for mentors where they can work
together to solve common problems.
 Reviewing school council model to ensure that it is accessible to
all.
Engagement in student voice enables young people, including vulnerable young
people, to be listened to and empowers them to have a voice. It also ensures
that information is shared with them in a way that they understand.
In addition, there is the expectation that all LA Services which deliver provision for
children and young people with special educational needs and disabilities consult
directly with their parents & carers and students who use their services. Details of
how they consult and the feedback they have received and the actions they have
taken to fill gaps and improve provision is published on the Local Offer website under
their particular service details e.g. Do Something Different is a project is aimed at
providing a variety of opportunities for adults with a disability in various sport, leisure
and culture activities for anyone aged 16 plus with a disability, in various locations
around North Lincolnshire. Details of activities and how young people aged 16-25
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years old have been engaged in this project is available in their own quarterly
performance reports.

At a strategic level:
Through involvement in young voice activities, more young people are aware
of young voice opportunities and contribute to having their say about services
and issues that affect them. Candidates fed back positive experiences as a
result of them participating in the Youth Elections and other young people
involved in Young Inspectors and Young Reporters have self-reported an
increase in skills and confidence levels.
The annual diversity audit undertaken in April 2016, indicates that the Youth
Council is becoming a more representative group across localities and diversity
of young people including children with disabilities, children in care/care leavers,
young carers, young people who are LGBT and from BME communities.
Through the NLYC and young voice activities, there is significant engagement
with young people and there is evidence of collaboration working and coproduction
The Young Voice Annual Report 2016 highlights a range of activity and
impacts in relation to the NLYC and young voice activities. The Local Offer
‘You Said We Did’ annual reports particularly reference young voice activity in
relation to young people with special educational needs and disabilities.
Through the Feeling Safe Group, Buddy Mentors and Staying Safe
Ambassadors were consulted on how to best feedback the results of the
Primary Lifestyle Survey to their peers. They identified the main themes and
developed the ‘Game of Lifestyle’ as a means of talking about positive and
negative behaviours which will have an impact on their lives. The format of the
game lends itself to children with different needs and levels of understanding to
be engaged in the discussion. This is available in schools who are committed
to making use of this resource within their learning environment. The
information from the Primary Lifestyle Survey 2015 was disaggregated to better
understand the key findings for children who self-reported as having a
‘disability, medical condition or longer term health problem diagnosed by a
doctor’. This information was presented to the SEND Partnership and
disseminated to key stakeholders as appropriate for consideration and action.
Parents are having their voices heard and are able to influence the
implementation of the SEND reforms at a strategic level.
PIP has been strengthened and is working very effectively with the LA both at
strategic and operational level.
PIP membership has increased over the past 12 months as a result of events
aimed at widening the current membership.
PIP is seen as a central point to go to for information and support.
Improved quality of information for parents and carers on the SEND reforms
and more opportunities for them to help shape provision locally.
Feedback from joint events co-produced with PIP show that parents find these
supportive, informative and accessible.
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In addition, our two SEND Annual Report 2015-2016 and 2016 - 2017 provide detailed
information on the actions and impact on outcomes for children and young people who have
special educational needs and/or who are disabled under the three following three key
priorities:
 Right service, right time, right place
 Achievement for all
 Child and family first

as outlined in our SEND Inclusion Plan 2014-2017
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You Said, We Did

This section includes details of feedback we have received from stakeholders and in
particularly parents and carers, as well as young people. It also provides responses to how
the comments received have been used to further refine and improve the Local Offer.

LOCAL OFFER QUESTIONNAIRES
North Lincolnshire Local Authority also provides the opportunity for stakeholders, parents
and carers and young people to provide feedback through the Local Offer website. They are
able to provide instant feedback through the ratings option which is displayed on the home
page at the bottom. .

When an option on feedback is clicked an opportunity to provide more detailed feedback by
including comments appears automatically.
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This year we received 10 feedback comments via this method, compared to four last year
and they were generally very positive, with the exception of one received in October 2016
and comments are provided below, where relevant.

Rating

Date

Very
Good

September None
2016

N/A

Very
Poor

October
2016

None

December
2016

None

Sadly, we are unable to
address as no details were
provided.
N/A

January
2016

None (From a school)

N/A

Very
Good

January
2016

None

N/A

Very
Good
Very
Good

February
2017
March
2017

None

N/A

I found all the information I was in
need of and I found it helpful

Very
Good
Very
Good
Very
Good

May
2017
July
2017
July
2017

Easy to navigate, very informative
(From a SENCo)
None

We are pleased that you
were able to find the
information you needed.
Good to hear.

Very
Good
Very
Good

Feedback

Our comment

Very informative and easy to navigate

N/A
We are pleased to hear
this.

In addition, there is a detailed Local Offer survey that can be completed. Again the option to
complete this is given on the Home page of the Local Offer website by clicking on the pale
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green box on the button right hand side. By clicking on this box the Local Offer survey
appears as follows:

This year we received a significant increase of 28 replies this way compared to only 2 replies
to the survey via this method the previous year. The breakdown of those that completed the
survey is provided in the chart below.

A quarter of those who responded considered themselves to have SEND, with only one
person who used any adaptations to enable them to access the internet? e.g. large font,
closed captioning, software for speech etc. with 14 out of the 28 having a child with SEND.
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As can be seen from the chart below, those completing the survey on the website found out
about the Local offer from a variety of sources with the most popular being ‘Other’, which
consisted of the following: The careers and Progression Team, Kaleidoscope, the
organisation they worked, the SEND Code of Practice, couldn’t recall, with a few saying they
had not heard of it before.
In relation to Q6 what are your views on the following aspects of the Local Offer website –
75% found it easy to find with 25% neither agreeing or disagreeing; 67.85% found the
design and appearance of the website attractive with 32.14% neither agreeing or
disagreeing; 53.57% found it easy to find information and services using the site with
42.86% neither agreeing or disagreeing an one person disagreeing; The search facility is an
issue we are aware of and have been working on to improve.
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The vast majority at 82.14% were either satisfied or neither satisfied or dissatisfied at their
experience on the day with one person expressing dissatisfied due largely not being able to
find information for 25 years upwards. The Local offer is designed for 0-25 years but we
have reinforced our links to services for young adults with SEND for 25 years upwards
https://northlincs.connecttosupport.org/s4s/WhereILive/Council?pageId=71&lockLA=True
hopefully making it easier to find for the user making the comment. In addition 4 people
stated they did not know how to rate their experience of using the site on the day.
60% of users said they were either very likely or likely to visit the Local offer website again,
30% were unsure and 10% - one person was very unlikely. This was the same person who
wanted information on 25 years upwards.
In terms of responses to Q9 If there were two things that you could change or add in relation
to North Lincolnshire's Local Offer what would they be and why? There were 6 responses as
follows:






‘I am not sure as I have always found everything I have looked for but not sure
parents would feel the same.’
‘None.’
‘More direction to it’
‘A faster, working search engine. Sections that update automatically.’
‘Where are provisions for adults 25+???’

We have already mentioned that we are working on improving the functioning of the search
engine but and making sure links with services for 25 year olds upwards is stronger. We are
unlikely to be able to ensure sections update automatically but we regularly work with all
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services and provisions across education, health and care to make sure that the information
is accurate and up to date.
In response to Q10 Do you have any other comments about the North Lincolnshire
website or the Local Offer? We received 7 responses with comments as follows:








‘Find it easy to use and like the age relevant sections’
‘None’
‘Quicker access’
‘It is not always easy to find things that I want’
‘It is better than the others’
‘Where are the provisions for adults 25 +???’
‘Impressed by the level of detail’

We note the comments and continue to ensure that any areas for development are
improved.
We also asked the Careers and Progression Team to consult with young people to get their
feedback on the proposed new design of the Local offer website. Overwhelmingly, young
people were expressing a preference for the new proposed design and use of photographs
rather than cartoons.
In relation to 14 the five young people who responded provided the following comments
which will be taken into consideration for the development of the new look and refreshed
Local Offer website.
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RESULTS OF THE ANNUAL LOCAL OFFER FEEDBACK FROM
QUESTIONNAIRES
YOUR COMMENTS AND OUR ANSWERS

An annual Local Offer questionnaire was again sent to all parents and carers of children with
either a statement or Education, Heath and Care plan at the end of the summer term to get
their views on the Local Offer. A similar questionnaire but personalised questionnaire was
sent to young people. Both surveys were also available to complete online on the Local Offer
website for those who wished to do this electronically or if they have SEN Support needs.
Both questionnaires were also publicised in schools, children’s centres and early year’s
settings to encourage a good return. Altogether 13 questionnaires were completed and
returned by parents and carers and 5 questionnaires by young people. This is a decrease in
numbers returning the questionnaire this year but needs to be balanced against the fact that
we have received more returns this year via the Local Offer Survey on the Local offer
website.
A summary of findings of the Parent and Carer Local Offer questionnaire and a summary of
findings of the Young Person’s Local Offer questionnaire are available on request. They
provide further details with some information redacted where it may have been possible to
identify individuals who have responded. We received a number of comments through the
questionnaires. We value all comments received and endeavour to action areas that have
been highlighted to us. These comments have been collated and we have provided answers
as to how we have responded to the comments below.
Some parents & carers and young people still do not know about the Local Offer
website
Your comment: In response to a number of questions to the Local Offer questionnaire it is
evident that there still remain some families and young people who did not know what the
Local Offer was or how they could access it.
Our response: We have again undertaken quite a lot of activity throughout the year to raise
the profile of the Local Offer (see last year’s report). Examples of activities to publicise the
Local Offer include specific workshops at the SEND Conferences, with time devoted to this
at the SEND Roadshows in the summer term. We also reprinted and recirculated the Local
Offer leaflets and posted copies to all families with a child who has an EHC plan. Both
electronic and hard copies of the leaflet and posters were sent to the schools to share with
families with children on SEN support. There was a redistribution of paper copies of the
Local offer leaflet and poster going out to GPs surgeries, Pharmacists, Libraries, Local Links
Offices etc. We continue to display the Local Offer presentation at the Learning
Development Centre and this year we also had a screen saver on the Local Offer for two
weeks on all North Lincolnshire Council Personal Computers and laptops so that
professionals are aware and able to share the information with families as needed. We have
also had pens, pencils, magnets and other publicity materials produced which is shared at
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events and conferences. Further banners have produced so that more services can use this
at events with parents and carers, including two permanent ones given to St Luke’s and St
Hugh’s to display and use at parent’s evenings. The SEND e-learning module which
includes a section on the Local Offer has been completed by more than 200 professionals
across education, health and care and it envisaged that they will share this information with
families they work with.
We continue to recognise that more work is needed to publicise the Local Offer more. We
have therefore produced a communication action plan which has a focus on a range of
activities to further ensure that all stakeholders are aware of the Local Offer and that
professionals across education, health and care can signpost families to it and get feedback
from them to help shape it further. Copies of the communication action plan are available on
request from the SEN Team (contact details included at the end of this report).
Feedback on the Local Offer website and suggestions for improvement
Your comment: The questionnaires continue to show a high positive response rate to the
questions ‘Name three things you like about the Local Offer website’ and ‘Have you been
able to find the information you need?’
Examples of positive comments received this year about what parents & carers and young
people liked about the Local Offer website included:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

‘clear’
‘age group sections’
‘The design’
‘Professional Service’
‘Easy’
‘Easy to find information is bright and colourful’
‘A range of information’
‘Information provided’
‘The colours’
‘What it offers’
‘Easy to contact’
‘The separate sections for different age groups’
‘Easy to use by two different parents’
‘Easy to navigate’
‘The structure and amount of information’
‘X and X (names of two colleagues)’
‘Pleasant’
‘The ease of navigation through each section’
‘Helpful’,
‘Looks friendly’

With young people making the following comments:
o ‘It is bright and nice and has nice pictures’
o ‘I can find my own age information quickly’
o ‘There are lots of things under my age group to help me’
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Our response: Overall, 75% of parents completing the questionnaire were able to find the
information they need compared to 82% last year and 85% did not have any suggestions for
how the information could be improved compared to 75% last year. 100% of young people
stating that there were able to find the information they needed which was higher than the
last year
Interestingly, other comments from parents and carers focused on such issues as:
o ‘Make sure parents are aware it exists’
o ‘Inform parents that it is there as I didn’t know’
These comments have been addressed in the previous response and we will continue to
ensure that more people are aware of and able to access the Local Offer. We are always
open to suggestions of how we can increase our reach.
Gaps in provision for children and young people with special educational needs
and/or disability
Your response: This year there was an improvement at 38.5% compared to 54% of parents
and carers last year who responded felt that there were gaps in provision.
Comments made by parents and carers in relation to gaps in provision consisted of the
following:
o
o
o

o
o

o

‘Transition from children’s to adult services, from paediatrics to adult care, short
breaks to hubs’.
‘Not at the moment, but unsure if this will change when leaving the college system.
‘Schools do not share information with parents My daughter has struggled and at
age’ 14 her reading level is 9 yrs!!! Despite repeatedly voicing my concerns, the
school said there were no problems!’
‘Sports access for children with learning difficulties rather than physical difficulties’
‘No specific group for families with a child with down syndrome. There is an
assumption that mainstream primary school will be followed by special secondary
school. I don't think our secondary schools try hard enough to be inclusive’.
‘Support for parents as to what available. For instance not waiting till a parent
reaches crisis point to find out about butterfly foster care etc.’

There was only one comment from a young person which had been completed by a
parent:
o

‘We love the play scheme during the holidays, but perhaps it would be
possible to spread holidays…3 weeks or more weeks off for a child with
autism is a very very long time’

Our response: We are looking into the comments received and discussing how provision
can be improved and possibly fill gaps with key partners and services highlighted through
the questionnaire, bearing in mind the current austerity measures that council and voluntary
services may be subject to.
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Access to the Local Offer website through the internet and other means
Your response: The vast majority at 97.5% of parents have access to the internet at home
Only 1 parent responding did not have access to the internet at home. 41% access the
internet through a PC, 50% through a tablet and 42% through a mobile phone. 100% of
young people had access to the internet and the corresponding figures for where young
people access the internet were 60% via a PC, 60% a Tablet or computer and 80% via a
mobile phone. Parents continue to state that they would like to access the Local Offer
through a variety of means, with the most popular reply being the website, followed by
through schools, GPs surgeries and via a paper booklet. The feedback was similar for young
people too with the exception that a higher percentage would like to access the Local Offer
via college or school and through a mobile app and none reported through their local library
or enquiry by e-mail or phone this year.
Our response: Considering the high percentage of parents and carers who have access to
the internet, especially through mobile phones and other devices as well as PCs, we
commissioned and now have a Local Offer APP available for both iPhones and Android
devices which makes it more accessible. Bearing in mind the fact that many parents are still
not aware of the Local Offer website we will continue to publicise the availability of the APP
so that users can take advantage of this additional feature. Libraries and other council
venues will also continue to be informed of the availability of the APP and asked to support
access to the Local Offer through their own facilities.
We will also continue our work with other partners such as schools and health providers to
support access to the Local Offer in a way that is preferred by parents. Some parents asked
for paper copies to be made available. We can provide printed copies of relevant services or
information via the special educational needs team:

SEND Team,
Hewson House,
Station Road,
Brigg,
DN20 8XJ.
Telephone 01724 277665
or by e-mail special.needssection@northlincs.gov.uk

In addition, families may wish to get independent support and advice on the Local Offer from
either SENDIASS or Kaleidoscope:
SENDIASS
Hewson House,
Station Road,
Brigg.
DN20 8XJ
Telephone: 01724 277665
Email: help@nlsendiass.org.uk
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Kaleidoscope
Dunstall Street
Scunthorpe
DN15 6JZ
Telephone: 01724 277766
Email: nek@actionforchildren.org.uk
Questions or comments for nurseries, schools and colleges or other educational
settings
Your comments: There were only three comments from parents to ‘Your questions or
comments for nurseries, schools and colleges or other educational settings’:
o
o
o

‘The X academy - SEN information report - very good. X College - SEN information
report I've looked several times and cannot find it so will follow up in September’
‘How would they help children with disabilities?’
‘School has provided the relevant information’

There were no comments received from young people for their schools or colleges.
Our response: Both positive feedback and as well as individual cases where experiences
have not been so positive are being fed back to the particular educational setting and the
relevant service where identifiable. We will also be sharing these findings to SENCo’s at
scheduled meetings as well as with the SEND Schools Team.
‘Do you have any questions or comments for specialist services (e.g. Speech and
Language Therapy, Education Psychology)? Please clearly state which service your
question or comment is for.’
Your response: 7 parents responded to this question and gave the following feedback:
o

o

o

o
o
o

‘In secondary school my child has 4 ed.phych. Assessments all of which highlighted
different issues. 4 different ed psychs none of who followed up on their own advice
and recommendations!’
‘Recommendation for website - - A much better title page with the main heading
special education needs and disability in larger letters with 'local offer' underneath in
smaller letters would be better’
‘Make sure you don't start abbreviating, it’s better for parents to read the full words
instead of SEND or SEN or SENCO etc. Why not include a page on meanings for
abbreviations for children and young people with SEND? I've been to meetings
where people become confused of the meanings of certain abbreviations and nod
when they can’t really remember or understand what is being spoken about.
‘2 what age does speech therapy stop?’
‘SLT - happy with the service for my child’
‘Why does it take so long to even get an assessment done? It's taken 3 years and
I've had to request the school do one’
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Our response: Since the comments and questions are very specific to individual cases
these are forwarded to the services directly to follow up and action. We will take on board
the suggestion of the title in the development of our new refreshed Local Offer website. We
understand the confusion that abbreviations can cause parents and will do further work to
minimise the impact of this in future. We already have a list of common acronyms included
on the Local Offer website but we will display them in a more prominent position.
‘Local authorities are required to publish and respond to comments on their Local
Offer. What method(s) would you prefer to use to give us feedback on the Local Offer
(both on the quality of information, and the quality of services)?’
Your response: 12 parents and carers responded to this question and cited a preference for
variety of methods to provide feedback. These are as follows:

Feedback from the 4 young people who responded to this question was also remarkably
similar to that of parents and carers with a slightly higher percentage stating they prefer
online feedback.
Our response: We will continue to use a variety of methods as cited above to get feedback
from as many parents and carers, and children and young people as possible.

Is there anything else that you think we need to take into account when
shaping and improving the Local Offer?
There were two comments received in relation to this question. One from a parent and the
other from a young person:
o

‘The name... ''Local Offer'' and a little more explanation? Parents still don't
understand. It should say you need this leaflet or need to see the local offer website if
you have a child with SEND’
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o

‘For website - the pictures can have maps for the different locations for people who
don’t know the different place you put on the map or if you put pictures on your
website’

Our response: Thank you for both suggestions. We will continue to explain the term the
Local Offer more and ensure that leaflets are readily available so the website can easily be
accessed. With regards to the second comment, we do have maps included against
different services to help with locating them. However, we do not at the moment include
pictures of all and this is something we will take into consideration as we develop the new
look Local Offer website.

Feedback on our proposals for the new refreshed Local Offer website:
In the first section we highlighted the various ways that we had consulted with different
groups, including young people and their parents on the development of a new refreshed
Local Offer website. The findings from the surveys and questionnaires, as well as from
based on direct consultation is that there is overwhelming agreement and support for the
proposed changes with minor suggested modifications e.g. colour choice, visuals etc. Which
can be incorporated into the new design.
The specific comments received from the SEND Roadshows on this particular topic are
included below with responses to these comments.
SEND Roadshows – ‘Tell us what you think’, June and July 2017
Feedback with regards to the proposed new local offer website was as follows with
comments or actions also included.
Feedback
 Old PIP logo is on new website, please can this be
changed?

Comment/Action
Sent new logo to X to update new
website design

 In Young Adults section, can we change the ‘Getting
About’ section to call it Transport?
 Can we have info re Max cards on relevant pages on
the website?
 ‘Local Offer’ doesn’t mean anything to anyone, can we
have it written in full? Maybe also include a tag line
 NLC to have regular meetings with SENCos to give out
leaflets

We will look into this

 Is there a link from Schools webpages to Local Offer
website?
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Yes
Yes
Yes we have termly meetings with
SENCos in both primary and
secondary phases. We have
asked them to share leaflets and
information on a regular basis and
will discuss this with them again.
All schools are required to have a
link from their schools website to
North Lincolnshire’s website. This
is monitored on a regular basis by
the SEND team.

 Delegates like the Village idea and think young people
will like it too
 Could we have a FAQs section?

Thanks for the feedback.
Yes. This will be included.

Questions from attendees along with responses, where relevant:


Is there a backlog in assessing personal budgets? No



In Hull they have day care centres for Post 18, is there anything similar in North
Lincolnshire?

No, we have moved away from day care and focus more on hubs with activities or more
personalised activities for individuals


Parent who has a child with epilepsy; feels like there is no support for her. Epilepsy is
a ‘hidden’ illness. Child has missed X sessions of schools this year. Parent feels like
school doesn’t recognise the problems. There has been a visit to school by the
specialist Epilepsy nurse.

This has been noted and will be passed on to the relevant school to respond to.


Parent would like more information/guidance and some example questions that they
could ask at a review meeting.

This will be developed and provided on the website for parents and carers to use.


Some parents said their experience of a particular provider was not very positive. One
parent said the staff were more interested in her sharing her experiences to help other
parents and all she wanted at the time was help for herself and family. This put her off
going to this particular provider.

This will be relayed back to the particular provider
Suggested topics for future SEND Roadshows:


Open events with staff representing various topics so parents can talk and gain
information and advice.
Possibly hold future events in schools?



There were also 4 specific questions asked related to individual cases which were
addressed either at the SEND Roadshow or immediately afterwards.
Feedback from the parents and carers Roadshow – 11 July 2017 - LDC
Feedback from parents:



We should use parent friendly language in ALL communication.
The POET survey, most of the parents/carers in the room didn’t receive the survey,
why? Can a link to the survey be added to the homepage? Did the survey go out to
children with statements to just EHC Plans?
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Parents say they have to fight for everything for their children. They would like a key
person they can go to when they have questions. A joined up approach.
Many of the parents in the room say they didn’t know about the Local Offer website
and some didn’t know about the PIP Forum.
Does the LA have a list of email groups for all SEND families? Can an email be sent
out when there is important information to share or something we want to bring to the
attention of parents/carers?
Can there be a quarterly forum for parents/cares to attend? Maybe sometimes in the
evening or at a weekend?
Not all schools pass on relevant information. Some schools are better than others.
Use Facebook more to promote events. Facebook, Twitter PIP forum.
Idea for a possible future session: what about a market place with various SEND
teams so parents/carers can talk over any issues they have.
Short breaks don’t suit all young people. If you are registered for Short Breaks and
you don’t attend, no-one follow up.

All these points have been responded to and Lead Officers with responsibility for these key
areas informed of these points so that they can incorporate these suggestions into further
improvements they will be making in the near future.
There was one individual query which was followed up immediately after the roadshow.
Notes re website:
Feedback

Comment /Action



Heading to say North Lincolnshire’s Local Offer for
SEND

Yes, we will do this.



Key information on the right hand side – can we
make the font larger and maybe a feint line to
separate them?

Yes, we can do this.



The boxes for CYP, Parents and Carers etc, can the
boxes be larger and bigger text?

Yes, they can.



Under age phases - need some kind of division
between to topics/photos and the bottom section of
age phases

OK, Thanks.



PIP logo needs to be a little larger to match the
other logos

We will ensure they are all the
same size.



Need a link for the survey on the home page

This will be added.



Link to Family Information Service on home page

We will look into this.



Background colour scheme needs to be a bit
stronger/warmer, look quite clinical at the moment

Yes, the version shown was
only a mock up and not the
final one. We will make is
warmer and attractive.
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Yes, this will be added.

FAQs section

The consultation events highlighted already in this report, both formal and informal and the
Local Offer questionnaires and peer review with another LA in the Yorkshire region have
provided us with a wealth of information and feedback which we value tremendously. This
has enabled us to continue to shape the Local Offer further this year so that it better suited
to the needs of our families and users.
We know that this is an evolving process, so please do continue to share your experiences
with us, as we welcome feedback to further make improvements throughout this year.
Throughout the last academic year from 1st September 2015 to 31st August 2016 we made
the following improvements and changes based on the feedback we have received. Please
note that these are not necessarily in order of priority.
 Commissioning a personal budgets video so that families are able to exercise choice
and control. The video shows how the use of personal budgets is being used effectively
to enhance everyday experiences of one of our young people. This video was shared at
our schools conference in the summer term and will be shared at the parents and carers
SEND conference in November.
 Continuing to co-produce the annual parent and carer’s conference with the PIP
Forum and SEND Roadshows so that areas identified from the Local Offer
questionnaires and consultation events are then incorporated into future events.
 Transition Plan - Moving from Statements to Education, Health and Care (EHC)
plans. North Lincolnshire LA received guidance on transitional arrangements from the
Department for Education (DfE), which sets out how the legislation relating to children
and young people with special educational needs (SEN) will operate between 1st
September 2015 and 31st March 2018. The guidance requires us to consult with
parents, young people and professionals to develop a local plan setting out the order in
which children and young people with statements and LDAs will transfer to the new
system. The consultation was open until 31st August 2017. The Transition Plan
provided further information on our proposals for transferring from Statements to
Education, Health and Care (EHC) plans in North Lincolnshire for this final year of
transition.
 Starting work on the development of a new refreshed Local Offer website taking
into consideration the views and feedback received from parents and carers and
the PIP Forum. It is envisaged that the new Local Offer will be launched later this
academic year, with the existing one remaining until then.
 Feedback from professionals has resulted in the development of an interactive SEND
e-learning module on the SEND Reforms and the Local Offer. Over 200 colleagues from
across education, health and care have completed this module over the past 6 months
with positive feedback received as to its usefulness. It means that all colleagues
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completing this module have at least a common set of minimal knowledge that we expect
all colleagues to have.
 Completing a review of all education services for meeting the needs of our
children and young people with special educational needs and disability with the
aim of making them even they are more responsive and effective with person centred
approaches being embedded in everything we do. As a result a new Access and
Inclusion Service has been set up with a focus on individual caseloads with a focus on
children and young people receiving delivering the actions as outlined in the SEND
Inclusion Plan 2017-2020
 Reviewed the Local Offer using the Yorkshire and Humber SEND Local Offer
review framework originally undertaken 2 years ago. The same format is used for us to
review and ensure improvements are put into place. This activity was undertaken with
colleagues from the PIP Forum and Health and the findings of this are being fed into the
development of the new refreshed Local Offer website.
 Commissioned a rigorous SEND Peer Challenge, details of which have already
been provided in the report. The areas covered also included the Local Offer.



Publishing further information and contact details of Special Educational Needs
and Disability organisations locally so that it is easier for parents and carers to know
what support is available from the voluntary and community sector. This information was
published on the Local Offer website in autumn term 2016.

Google Analytics
For the second year running we have also interrogated Google Analytics to find out more
about how our Local offer website is being used as a way of improving it further if needed.
Google Analytics is a web analytics service which tracks and reports website traffic.
Last academic year 2015-2016 the data showed the following usage:
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As can be seen from the chart www.northlincslocaloffer.com has had 3615 users who have
viewed 23,087 pages. In all each user viewed in the region of 4 pages and spent
approximately 3 minutes and 43 thirds on the site. Reassuringly, nearly 59% of these were
returning visitors i.e. those that had been on the website before and the remaining 41% were
new visitors.
It is now possible to compare this academic year’s usage with last year. The chart below
provides key information.

From this we can see that there has been a significant increase in usage of the Local Offer
website. Compared to last academic year, we have seen an increase in the number of
sessions from 5884 sessions to 10441 this year. This is a 77.45% increase. Similarly, over
the same period there has been a 79.39% increase in the number of users (from 3590 to
6440) and a 72.57% increase in page views (from 22,729 to 39,224). There has also been a
slight decrease in the amount of pages views per session (from 3.86 to 3.76 pages),
although the amount of time spent on each session has increased marginally from 3.41
minutes last year to 3.47 minutes this year, with the percentage of new sessions overall
increasing by 3.48% (from 58.74% to 60.84%). Of these the balance between new and
returning visitors changed slightly from 41.2% vs 58.8% in 2015-2016 to 39.1% vs 60.9% in
2016-2017.
84.54% of visitors to our local offer website continue to be from the United Kingdom at
although as can be seen from the map below we do attract visitors from all over the world.
This is a slight decrease compared to the previous year when 90.30% of our visitors were
from the United Kingdom.
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The four other places we attract visitors from are the United States (2.56%), India (1.17%),
Zambia (1.11%) and Spain (0.99%) as can be seen from the chart below.

Of the 84.54% of visitors from the United Kingdom a significant majority continue to be from
Scunthorpe or its surroundings areas, with the exceptions of London, and which is often a
default setting and Wigan. Of course it is not always possible to tell where users are if they
turn of their location settings, as seen in the chart below:
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The gender of the users shows that slightly more males continue to use the site at 54.15%
compared to females at 45.85% which was the same as the previous year as shown in the
graph below:
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The age profile of users tend to be weighted more towards younger adults as is to be
expected with the 25-34 year old age group being the most keen users at 33.50 % closely
followed by the 18-25 year old age group. This again is the same as the previous year.

It may be that younger members of the community are also using the website but their usage
is logged under their parent or carers age profile if they are the owners of the device used to
access the internet.
The top 5 pages viewed on the Local Offer website this year are highlighted along with
information on the previous year’s usage with events being the most popular at over 19% of
visits for this page, followed by the local offer home page at 18% and early years childcare at
number three at 10.85%.

The next five most popular pages are primary years, early years, information, ‘What is early
help?’ and ‘What is an education, health and care assessment?’.
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This shows that all pages are visited to a certain extent dependent on need and interest, with
a mixture of pages being visited which provide general information to more specific pages
which are pertinent to users.
We are also know that our users of the Local Offer have access to and use a variety of
device, with desktops continuing to be the most popular, followed by mobile phones and
then tablets.
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This is similar to the results from the findings of the annual Local Offer questionnaire from
both parents and carers, as well as young people with desktop PCs being the most popular,
followed by mobiles and then tablets.
The Google Analytics reports shared above as well as more in depth information which is
available through this means is used by us in conjunction with feedback received to further
refine and develop the Local Offer. Now that we have this information for the two full year
we will be using it to analyse findings on an annual basis as part of this report and next year
we will be able to make comparisons on usage as well.

The Local Offer Apps
North Lincolnshire LA commissioned an App to make the it easier for users to access the
Local Offer on a range of devices, particularly bearing in mind that findings of our
questionnaires which showed a high percentage of parents and carers as well as young
people either had the own mobile device or access to it. Our analysis of the use of Apps
shows that there have been more downloads of the App this year compared to last year with
users spending approximately a minute longer on the App, although the average user tends
to view one less page. Full details are available on the next page:
2015-2016

2016-2017

Total downloads: 293

Total downloads: 343

Total user session from apps: 1203

Total user session from apps: 1183

Average user session using apps: 4 minutes
33 thirds
Average user page views during session: 7.4
pages.

Average user session using apps: 5 minutes
22 secs
Average user page views during session: 6.3
pages.

Key areas for development for 2017- 2018
In conclusion the findings of this report highlight a number of key priority areas for
development for this forthcoming academic year. These areas are:




Refresh of the Local Offer website and continue to ensure that parents and carers
and young people, particularly the most ‘hard to reach’ are aware of their entitlement
to the Local Offer and able to access it with ease. We will continue to work in
partnership with the PIP Forum and other partners such as schools to share and
disseminate information to families and seek their views on what is working well for
them and how matters could be improved where there are areas for development.
Ensure that the voice of young people on SEN Support is strengthened further so
that this larger group of pupils with SEND who needs are met through schools is
noticed and acted upon. We will do this through our partnership working with schools
and look at ways in which schools, through their SENCos and Governors with
responsibility for SEND are engaging with families so that provision and practice is
shaped to meet their needs. We will disseminate good practice with others so that
this becomes the norm.
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Work with health colleagues to develop a holistic way of capturing the voice of
parents and carers and their children when they have needs across education, health
and care. We will work with the Health Engagement officer to look into practical
ways that joint sessions may be held to develop this work.
Continue to emphasise the importance of all services across education, health and
care ensuring that the voice of families with SEND are at the heart of what they
deliver so that they are active partners in their child’s provision and support. We will
continue to remind professionals that they must be proactive in listening to the voice
of families and publish on annual basis on their section of the Local Offer what they
are doing in relation to engagement with families and what has changed as a result
of the feedback they have received.

We hope these and other actions outlined in our SEND Strategy and Inclusion Plan for 20172020 demonstrate our commitment and desire to further improve the experience and
outcomes of children with SEND in North Lincolnshire. This fits in with our key principles
underpinning our strategic approach, particularly ‘Nothing for us without us’ – with children,
young people and their families being central to planning for improved outcomes both at
individual, service and strategic levels and also in terms of developing and co-producing the
wider SEND Local Offer.
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We actively encourage feedback and comments on our Local Offer
either via the Local Offer website www.northlincslocaloffer.com or
by contacting the Special Education Needs Team
Hewson House, Station Road,
Brigg,
DN20 8XJ.
Telephone 01724 277665 or by e-mail
special.needssection@northlincs.gov.uk
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